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ABSTRACT

Stepping back and understanding the final result (the urban footprint) of city growth 

maintains an acceptance of the complex systems which contribute to an urban area, but 

simultaneously eliminates requirement to investigate each and every system individually.

 One of the broadest players controlling the phenomenon of urban growth is 

regional topography. A variety  of modes of urban growth typologies each respond 

directly  to the local landscapes of a city. The way in which these modes negotiate the 

landscape goes a long to determine the formal consequence of the are occupied by a city. 

 Glaciers and ice fields are objects which are also morphologically responsive to 

the land which they  occupy. Just as a city makes necessary adjustments to reconcile 

physical growth barriers, glaciers also engage in a dialogue with the landscape. Laws of 

gravity and the physical properties of water flow are constantly at play within any ice 

mass and there are relationships between the physical properties of the ice and the 

physical properties of the land. Each set of characteristics influences the other, creating a 

feedback loop between the flow of the ice and the condition of the land.

 The consideration of the material properties of each body establishes a discourse 

which considers the masses as closed material systems, and thus each can be analyzed as 

systems which adhere to the philosophical laws which are specific to the material world.  

Both bodies are also susceptible to energy fluctuations and resource availability. Rapid 

physical changes for both glaciers and cities occur during specific periods of energy  and 

resource fluxes. 

 The glacial analysis serves as inspiration to inform a design proposal which 

exemplifies many of the characteristics of a glacier, but does not necessarily  aim to 

duplicate the formal aspects of a glacier. The goal is not to equate glaciers and cities, but 

rather to use the glacier and its complexities as a basis for systems analysis, and as a 

means to generate new ways of thinking about how complex urban systems can be 

manipulated.
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1.  Introduction

2007 marked the beginning of an important era in human history  in that for the first time, 

more people live in cities than in rural areas (fig. 1.1). In response to increasing popula-

tions, cities have responded through increased density and land occupation.

Fig. 1.1. Urban Migration - The change in urban and rural populations, as well as the overall in-
crease in overall worldwide population. Source: un.org.

 The forecast for the population of the future is that of an urban existence (Cohen 

25). The promise of urbanization, and the associated increase in the number of cities, 

emphasizes the need for urban growth analysis. Understanding growth trends of existing 

urban areas allows for better anticipation of the characteristics of the cities of the future. 

 Cities have multiple variables influencing their physical presence. One problem 

with a complete analysis of urban expansion, is that there are simply too many  systems 

and variables operating at many different scales to consider. Systems at play include the 

generation of culture, contemporary socio-economic climates, and ever-changing infra-

structure. The word “growth” can be applied to each of these systems in different ways. 

A city may “grow” culturally but not physically, or vice versa. Additionally, these sys-

tems are connected with each other in such a way  that if one is to analyze “growth” 

within one system, every other systems must also be addressed.  
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 Another problematic aspect embedded in the discourse of urban growth analysis 

is the definition of “urban” (Cohen 24-26). There are significant differences between the 

legal, cultural and environmental definitions of a city, as well as blurred boundary lines 

between the rural and the urban and between a city  and a greater metropolitan area. The 

lack of definition between these areas makes a comparative analysis difficult. 

 Instead of initially  attempting to consider all of the inputs tied to urban expan-

sion, an early broad analysis of the end result of these systems can be implored. The re-

search presented in this paper begins by analyzing expansion as a response to topological 

information. Rather than attempt to analyze the specifics of why a city is growing, it is 

easier to simply  accept the inevitability  of urban growth, and look to where cities will 

begin to locate themselves. Once the variables influencing the ‘why’ of expansion are 

circumvented (or temporarily suppressed), one can focus on the remaining issues influ-

encing the ‘where’ of a city. 

 The ‘where’ of a city is strongly  rooted in the topological surroundings of an ur-

ban area. Not matter what the systems inherent to an expanding city are, the end product 

(physical expansion) must confront the local landscape and navigate the topographical 

features of an area, most notably steep terrain and bodies of water. In some instances, 

cities not only navigate their terrain as they expand, but they also engage in a growth 

dialog with neighboring cities – cities which themselves are responding to the landscape 

around them. 

 A topographical analysis offers a broad starting point for urban growth analysis. 

It initially disregards the problematic specifics and systems of ‘why’ an area is expand-

ing and instead considers those systems’ final results. The information gained from the 

final, or current, form of a cities’ growth can then be used to inform a point of departure 

to engage in the specifics of ‘why’ that growth occurred and how it was formed. 

 This paper looks at the physical form of urban areas as an entities with specific 

material properties, and uses the characteristics of material assemblies and systems as a 

way to develop and understanding of the ‘why’ question of urban expansion.
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2.  Urban Expansion

 The physical growth of a city can be dictated by a number of forces, but none 

seemingly so powerful as surrounding geography. The geographical context of a city is 

critical to shaping the dynamic relationship between the city core and its own edge con-

ditions. Cities develop from distinct original settlement areas, which were initially stra-

tegically located within the local topography. 

 These locations were tied to a number of factors, including defensibility, access 

to water and other resources, and proximity to topography-based infrastructure: The 

Romans were notorious for developing cities from early  military encampments – strate-

gically  located to successfully  conduct military operations as well as withstand incoming 

offensive attacks. Many Latin Americas cities such as Santiago, Chile were founded at 

locations which had easy access to materials and resources – essential items for develop-

ing a new colony far from the head of the Spanish throne. Las Vegas, and many  other 

American cities in the West, developed as a railroad stopover point – the location of the 

tracks a result of a direct relationship  with the flat topography of the immediate area and 

the proximity to available water. 

 As a city expands its borders, the physical presence of the original city center 

may remain intact, but the geographical and geometrical center shifts. (fig. 2.1). The city 

center is an important urban marker because it  forms a basis of analysis to understand 

where a city has grown from, and where an area might grow towards. 

2.1 MODES OF URBAN GROWTH

 Roberto Camagni, Maria Gibelli and Paolo Tigamonti, Italian researchers en-

gaged in studies surrounding Ecological Economics, have identified a five modes of ur-

ban growth in an effort to classify the what is happening at the macro level of urban de-

velopment: Infilling, Extension, Linear Development, Sprawl and Large Scale Projects 

(Camagni 204). Infilling occurs when undeveloped areas within an existing urban envi-

ronment are built upon. Extension happens when building occurs on the fringe of a city, 
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expanding the overall footprint of the area. Linear Development is seen when building 

occurs along infrastructure, often having a directionality  associated with it. Sprawl is 

considered scattered development outside of the immediate urban area, and Large Scale 

Projects involve very large development projects which exist independent of the existing 

urban area (Camagni 204).  These modes can be considered within the context of the sur-

rounding landscape of a city, building a relationship  between the modes of growth and 

their response topography. 

 

Fig. 2.1. Urban Growth Typologies - Drawings depicting various typologies of urban expansion 
(black lines) in relation to their city center(s) (red dots). An analysis of urban expansion begins to 

reveal a variety of global growth typologies. The specific way in which a city has grown speaks vol-
umes about many of the systems which contribute to its growth. As cities expand, new geographic 

centers are created. The creation of these new centrally-located areas causes a shift in the previously 
established characteristics of the area. Property value, employment opportunities, cultural experi-

ences and residential and commercial zones are all effected by the creation (or retention) of new cen-
tralities.
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2.1.1 OUTWARD EXTENSION

 Extension, as a mode of growth, occurs along the fringe of an urban area (Ca-

magni 204). This is a growth type which is able to develop when there is little or no to-

pographical resistance to expansion. While perhaps experiencing moments of linear 

growth and/or sprawl, extension growth cities which have little topographical resistance 

generally expand outwards in all directions, leaving the original city center intact. 

 Paris, France is an example of a large urban area which has extended outward 

from a centralized location (fig. 2.2). While the area just north of the Seine river contains 

the most dense areas of the city, as a whole, the influence of the urban area has expanded 

outward in all directions.  

Fig. 2.2. Paris, France - GPS: 48º 51’N, 2º 21’ E. Source: Bryant via Geology.com
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2.1.2 DIRECTIONAL/LINEAR GROWTH

 Linear growth develops along infrastructural routes (Camagni 204). Because 

these routes exist within appropriate terrain for building, there is then a relationship be-

tween the location of the linear growth and the landscape which it occurs within. This 

results in a linear-growing urban area typically consuming the land most suitable and 

convenient for building, moving around features such as bodies of water and difficult 

terrain. The situation establishes a new geographic city  center and increases the distance 

between new urban development and the original city core.

 Sydney, Australia exemplifies one of the most typical cases of directional/linear 

urban growth (fig. 2.3.). The Pacific Ocean to the East and difficult terrain to the North 

and South have forced development to funnel Westward. After exhausting this topo-

graphic funnel, Sydney has since spilled North and South.

Fig. 2.3. Sydney, Australia - GPS: 33º 51’S, 151º 12’E. Source: Bryant via Geology.com
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2.1.3 CONVERGING SPRAWL/INFILL

  Converging sprawl occurs when the areas between two existing cities begin to be 

built  up through sprawl. This phenomenon starts as a low-density  urban area but eventu-

ally leads to a pattern of infill growth. As the sprawl increases in density, the infill area 

becomes the new center of the urban conglomerate. Thus, what was once two discrete 

areas, each with their own city  centers, will become one large area with a new urban cen-

ter, and whose citizens have vested interests in the entire conglomerate. 

  As Baltimore, MD and Washington, D.C. expand, there is a distinct infill area 

between the two cities (fig. 2.4). This area is beginning to experience population growth 

which is causing a shift in real estate conditions and employment opportunities. 

Fig. 2.4. Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD - GPS: 39º 07’N, 76º 44’E. The inset map shows census 
information, displaying increasing population areas in blue and decreasing populations in red. 

Sources: Bryant via Geology.com and Von Worley.
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2.1.4 MUNICIPAL ANNEXATION/LARGE SCALE PROJECTS

 Municipal annexation occurs when an urban area legally expands its city  limits to 

include adjacent areas. This can be considered to be an administrative instance of Large 

Scale Project growth, occurring when a larger municipality seeks to incorporate sur-

rounding ones. Annexation overrides the existing topography into the new urban areas, 

creating topologically divided areas within a single city.

 The merging of Brooklyn and New York in the late 1800s established two urban 

centers within one city (downtown Brooklyn and downtown Manhattan), separated by 

the East River. Annexation can occur as a social construct, as well; elements of New Jer-

sey are included as part of the Greater New York Metropolitan Area, despite existing 

across the Hudson River, in a different state altogether (fig. 2.5).

Fig. 2.5. New York City, NY - GPS: 40º 43’N, 74º 00’W. White lines indicate annexation, yellow lines 
indicates areas included in the greater NYC metropolitan area. Source: Bryant via Geology.com
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2.1.5 CONURBATION/INFILL

 Seen as a combination of Convergence, Expansion and Directional Growth, an 

Urban Conglomerate occurs when multiple urban areas expand towards one another and 

combine to form a massive metropolis.

 In the case of Mumbai, India, the directional growth of surrounding municipali-

ties has formed a network of urban centers (fig. 2.6). As the areas between centers densi-

fies, new metropolitan centers, located between the original constituent centers. are 

added to the network. Topography plays a decisive role in this case, with both terrain and 

ocean spurring combinational, directed growth of previously discrete urban areas.

Fig. 2.6. Mumbai, India - GPS: 18º 58’N, 72º 49’E. Source: Bryant via Geology.com
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3.  Glaciers: Inspirational Models of Urban Growth

Is there anything which has the same size a city? Something that moves, changes shapes, 

and is responsive to its topographical context? Whether existing today, or long melted, 

an examination of glaciers and their common environmental conditions, responsive be-

haviors and contextually characteristics, reveals that both ice and urban masses share a 

variety of morphological processes that influence their growth behaviors (fig. 3.1) and 

the consequences of those actions.

Fig. 3.1. Urban Expansion and Glacial Retreat - Strictly looking in plan view, the outward expansion 
of Santiago, Chile (top) from 1950 to 2010 can be reversed, the resulting in a diagram which resem-

bles the territorial retreat of a glacial mass as it melts. As discussed later, both of these processes 
occur as a response to a lack of necessary resources, with Santiago expanding to acquire more and 

the glacier melting due to decreased snowfall. Adapted from Zegras and Gakenheimer.
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 The typical association between glaciers and cities involves catastrophic scenar-

ios regarding climate change, melting ice caps and rapid sea level changes. While there 

is not direct physical contact between coastal cities and ice sheets, the relationship be-

tween the two bodies has become such that the actions of those in the cities can cause 

dire consequences for ice masses, and that the demise of the ice masses also spells the 

demise of many of the cities. 

 Beyond the typical destructive association between the two entities, there are 

comparable systems and relationships which can be used as inspiration for new modes of 

urban growth analysis. The systems which dictate the movement of a glacier are highly 

responsive to landscape which the glacier exists upon. This is similar to the ways which 

systems contributing to a cities’ expansion also respond to topography. 

 Fig. 3.2 . Susitna Glacier, Alaska, USA - GPS: 63º 30’N, 147º 01’W. Source: NASA/GSFC/METI/
ERSDAC/JAROS, and U.S./Japan ASTER Science Team.
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Fig. 3.3. Graphic Models - A graphic representation of the glacial coverage on Mt. Rainier (left), the 
sprawl of Las Vegas (center), and the growth of the greater Mumbai, India area (right). The hatch-

ing indicates areas of growth and areas of regression. Adapted from Robinson via USGS, Von Worley, 
Geology.com
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There are a number of instances where the systems present  in glaciers and cities share 

commonalities. These areas of common ground can be points of departure for new ways 

of considering potential methods of urban growth intervention.

3.1. TOPOGRAPHICAL RESPONSE

 The influence of topography has been focused on earlier as a way to temporarily  

ignore the highly  complex systems of growth and work with what can be considered to 

be the end product of those systems. As previously discussed, expanding urban areas 

move and respond in a variety of ways to their surrounding environment. Similarly, the 

complex systems operating within a glacier all fall victim to the influence of the physical 

earth. Basic contextual characteristics such as terrain, altitude and temperature shape de-

termine the final form, a form which houses a series of the more complex systems within 

the ice. The topological response of the ice is susceptible to principles of physics – grav-

ity  pulls objects down and moving objects follow paths of least resistance. Looking at 

the broad principles of glacial flow reveals that the systems within a complex entity, no 

matter how complicated, can be trumped by significantly more simple set of rules.   

3.2. ALTERED LANDSCAPES

 The modern presence of humans within any area inevitably leads to landscape 

and environmental changes. While efforts are in place to change this trends, the fact of 

the matter is that humans constantly manipulate the land which they inhabit. We raze 

forest, clear land and establish roadways, essentially consuming the landscape as we see 

fit. Similarly, glaciers and ice masses behave as landscape consumers as they  advance 

and retreat. Glaciers have the ability to carve massive canyons and move large amounts 

of material as they slide and flow over their landscapes. 

 The advance and retreat  of glaciers has a profound change on the earth around 

them. Small valleys which accumulated water and became small streams can eventually 

become a glacial causeway. As the glacier moves, the valley deepens and material is re-

moved and deposited elsewhere. Evidence of glacial effects can be seen with the retreat 
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of existing glaciers, such as the Tahoma glacier on Mt. Rainier, or from glaciers of the 

past such as the Laurentide ice field, a massive sheet of ice stretching from Canada to 

Pennsylvania, moving enough material to help create Long Island, NY.

 Glaciers also have the ability  to move large pieces of materials to seemingly un-

reasonable locations. This material is called “erratic”. In areas of glacial activity, erratics 

can be found hundreds of miles away from their origin (fig. 3.4). They are important 

geological pieces in that they provide information about glacial movement and lifespan.

 Humans have similar abilities as glaciers to change their immediate landscape. 

Significant changes can occur at multiple scales, from basic regrading of walkways to 

clearing of forests for farmland, to urban infill projects. These actions can have dramatic 

consequences not only in the area local to the changes, but in locales interconnected to 

that area through water runoff, land erosion and heat gain. Regrading, clearing and hard-

scaping all effect the interaction between the elements and the earth, creating significant 

changes over time.  

Fig. 3.4. Debris Movement - Diagram depicting the movement of debris through a glacier. Adapted 
from Interactive Simulations.
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3.4. DURABILITY AND PERMANENCE

 As snow accumulates on top of a glacier, it undergoes dramatic physical changes. 

As more and more snow accumulates, the weight from above squeezes the air out  of the 

crystals below. This change in density causes the viscosity of the material to change and 

evolve. New pack snow slides quickly over older and more dense ice. Ice at the bottom 

of a glacier is the oldest and moves the least. Material at the top  is more susceptible to 

changes. As it moves towards bedrock, it becomes more permanent (fig. 3.5). 

Fig. 3.5. Glacial Ice Flow - Within a glacier, the newest ice/snow sits above older ice. The differences 
in pressure and ice density cause the newer snow and ice to flow much faster over the old material. 

The ice at the base of the glacier – closest to the bedrock – flows very slowly, at times almost adher-
ing itself to the land. Adapted from Interactive Simulations.

3.5. CIRCULATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORKS

 Cities (humans) and glaciers both establish elaborate systems of circulation. Ur-

ban networks are used to transport goods, materials and people from one area to another. 

while glacial networks, better known as meltwater streams, transport sediment and water 

from inside the glacier. As cities expand, the routes of circulation become areas of 

growth. Conversely, as glaciers shrink and retreat, the melting water runs through valleys 

and low elevation points which have been created by the previously expanding glacier. 

(fig. 3.6) The transportation networks act as precursors to urban growth and as historic 

reminders of the previous growth of the glacier – indicating where a city  will grow to-

wards, and where a glacier previously was. 
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Fig. 3.6. Glacial Transportation - The dotted lines represent meltwater streams flowing from the 
center of the Rainier glacier mass. Adapted from Robinson via USGS.

 The advance and retreat of glaciers creates these streams which typically occur in 

the ablation zone of the glacier, but can have origins deep within the ice, in areas inac-

cessible to humans. The material qualities of the water offer insight to the inner work-

ings of the glacier, and the resources which it may be harboring. 

 Meltwater can occur in many forms, from simple streams and rivers to cataclys-

mic lahars - enormous and dense flows of material. Lahars are a catastrophic example of 

meltwater, typically associated with the eruption of volcanoes which are covered in ice. 

The rapid melting of the glacier has a dramatic impact, creating massive flows of debris 

and water.  

 The melting of the ice represents a phase change of the body of the glacier. In a 

way, the glacier operates in a long-term cycle of regeneration. As the glacier melts it is 

ultimately  deposited into large bodies of water, which evaporate to become snow, which 

is deposited on top  of the glacier. Essentially this process allows the glacier to exist in 

multiple phases and locations throughout its lifespan.
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 Finally, meltwater acts as a lubricant, flowing between the ice and the earth, al-

lowing the ice to move faster over the land surface. Just as with urban masses, the trans-

portation network helps to increase the speed and rate of growth of the glacier. 

3.6. RELATIONSHIP WITH RESOURCES

 Both urban and ice masses rely  heavily  on the availability of resources. Because 

both act as resource consumers, the ration of resources used and resources available is an 

important factor in determining expansion, secession or recession. The relationship  to 

resources ultimately reveals the inspiration to move towards understanding urban growth 

through a material philosophy. The resources of a glacier and the resources of a city are 

drastically different sets of materials, both physically  and conceptually, but the principle 

of resource reliance is present in both entities and both have dramatic reactions to fluc-

tuations in resources. 

 There are two primary zones of activity  in a glacier: accumulation and ablation 

(fig. 3.7). Accumulation occurs where the amount of material gained is greater than the 

material lost. The “material” mentioned in reference to a glacial system is snow and ice – 

a material whose properties drastically  change over time. When one passes the line of 

equilibrium, there is more loss than gain, thus you enter the zone of ablation. Ablation 

occurs in  a number of ways, but generally melting and evaporation are the greatest cul-

prits of material loss. The amount of material collected in the zone of accumulation di-

rectly effects the rate of movement of the glacier. Activity  in one location has conse-

quences on another.
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Fig. 3.7. Accumulation and Ablation - Zones of accumulation and ablation within the urban and gla-
cial scenarios. The Urban example shows new development in Las Vegas along the edges of the city 

(blue) and areas of decreased population near the city center (red). The glacial example depicts the 
zone of accumulation at the center of the glacier while ablation occurs at the edges. 

Adapted from Interactive Simulations and Von Worley.

 Within the urban context, zones of activity also have a cause/effect relationship. 

As city centers become more dense there are significant consequences felt throughout 

the city. Resources, infrastructure, economy, culture and housing are all related to urban 

density  throughout a city. It will be later argued that while glaciers thrive and grow while 

experiencing conditions of excess resources, cities in fact will expand (in a variety of 

ways) due to a lack of resources. 
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4.  Urban Growth as a Material Process

The analysis of glacial behavior serves as inspiration to use material processes and mate-

rial philosophy as a method to study physical urban growth. The discourse of the previ-

ous chapter emphasizes the material makeup of the urban and ice masses and the result-

ing material behaviors set  of each. There are specific materials which comprise each en-

tity, and those materials themselves are part of even more specific operational systems 

within the larger body. Using materialism to frame urban growth analysis allows for a 

broad systematic approach to a body comprise of complex elements. Specific materials 

and processes do not need to be mentioned, instead they can be considered as more gen-

eral instances of “resources” and “energy”. 

 Philosopher/Artist/Writer Manuel de Landa has focused on the ontology of ur-

banism from a materialists’ viewpoint. A materialists’ approach to history  attempts to 

understand the links between culture and material, realizing that culture and materials 

are both constructs of one another. De Landa presents a critical analysis of the systems 

of material production and consumption within society  in order to better understand the 

development of modern culture. 

 Materialism is also considered by architect and academic Michael Weinstock, 

who notes that “Cities are the largest and most complex material forms constructed by 

humans (Weinstock 18),” and that “The biological evolution of humans was coupled to 

the development of a material culture that extended their ecological range and through 

which they  modified their environment (Weinstock 22).” The cognitive capacity of apes  

which fashioned tools greatly  increased, allowing them to emerge into a new species of 

more adapted early humans. The ability to use tools eventually  led to the creation of per-

sonal effects and a continued increase in cognitive capacity. The intelligence gained from 

materials acquisitions later translated into information exchange and the ability to oc-

cupy and exist within larger portions of the earth (Weinstock 22-25). However primitive 

and basic it may be, Weinstock immediately  establishes a link between humans and ma-
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terial culture, and the way in which new material cultures afford humans the opportunity 

to modify their own environments. 

 De Landa speaks of the nature of energy flow within cities and the way which the 

level of dynamism of that energy flow goes a long way  in determining growth rates. Cit-

ies in a state of equilibrium tend to grow slowly  (if at all), while those experiencing con-

stant energy fluxes are forced to adapt and grow more quickly (De Landa 28).  

 As previously  discussed, both glaciers and cities are massive consumers of re-

sources, and both forms have their own types of material culture. The material “culture” 

of a glacial systems involves the consuming ice, snow and water. The results of such a 

“culture” is the dramatically altered landscapes and large-scale environmental effects 

established by glaciers and ice fields. Likewise, the material culture of  a city  relies on 

the consumption of energy, land, capital and ecological resources, resulting in a dramati-

cally altered local environments and far-reaching global environmental consequences as 

well. The material culture of both systems uses a variety  of energy inputs and creates a 

number of environmental outputs. Despite commonalities between the results of each 

system, it is the broader understanding of inputs, outputs and the consequential relation-

ships between them that is important – these are factors which can contribute to new fig-

ures within an urban growth model. 

 The availability  of resources is a key component  to the growth of both entities. 

Glaciers grow and expand during scenarios of excessively available resources, when 

snow, ice and freezing temperatures are abundant and unwavering. When snowfall de-

creases and temperatures increase, the glacier ceases to advance and begins to retreat. 

What happens when resource fluctuations occur in a city? De Landa presents that an 

availability of resources in an urban context results in stagnation and delayed growth. 

Urban entities actually  grow as a response to resource duress, having to adapt them-

selves through expansion, trade and commerce in order to acquire new resources. 

 Cities rely on complex network systems in order to cultivate and acquire re-

sources. The position of a city within these networks, and the dependance on specific 

resources determines the level of expansion of that particular urban area. This position is 
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dynamic, however, as the markets which determine resource availability are dynamic 

systems themselves. By  continuing to approach cities as conglomerates of complex sys-

tems, but maintaining a broad analysis of those systems through material analysis, the 

endless complexities of dynamic systems operating in dynamic networks can be avoided 

and instead the focus can continue to look at the larger scope of urban expansion.

4.1 COMPLEXITY, EMERGENCE AND AUTOCATALYTIC LOOPS

 Both De Landa and Weinstock contend that culture and society are emergent  sys-

tems which are based on ideas of complexity theory. Because society is emergent and 

thus built  upon early  versions of itself, it  is useful to understand the previous iterations 

of our cities and cultures. De Landa cites medieval Europe and Asia as a basis of cultural 

analysis (De Landa 34) while Weinstock examines the earliest forms of human settle-

ments and the rise of the city some 8,000 years ago (Weinstock 179). 

 

Fig. 4.1. Simple Autocatalytic Loop - A simple autocatalytic systems in which materials A and B are 
catalyzed to create BA and AB. Those new materials then act as catalysts for A and B to perpetuate 

the process (given a constant supply of both A and B). Source: Kauffman.

 The process of successful resource acquisition and consumption is a dynamic one 

which begins to develop feedback loops. De Landa identifies these feedback loops as 

“autocatalytic” loops – processes in which specific scenarios catalyze or create the need 
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for other urban processes, and those new processes subsequently  recreate the need for 

the original scenario – Process A catalyzes Process B, which in turn creates the necessary 

conditions for Process A to exist again. These loops can be very short, 2-node systems, 

or more elaborate loops of systems nested within systems (fig. 4.1). 

 These loops are specifically  linked to resource consumption because the re-

sources which are constantly  referenced are themselves dynamic items, changing charac-

teristics throughout the lifespan of a city. The resources of a city  can be both very tangi-

ble, such as food, and highly conceptual, such as cultural or philosophical contributions. 

As time goes on, the forms and types of these tangible and conceptual resources change. 

For instance, modern cities require transportation infrastructure (tangible) and informa-

tion (conceptual) which previously were not necessary (or in existence) in earlier eras. 

The dynamic nature of resources can be considered to be the same as the dynamic en-

ergy flowing through any complex system. 

 Weinstock explains that  energy flow in any system, specifically networks of cit-

ies and states, is “subject to many fluctuations and perturbations” and that the flow is 

“modified by ‘feedbacks’” (Weinstock 32). Yet at certain moments the fluctuations of 

energy flow are so extreme that the feedback systems (loops) must adapt through reor-

ganization or even collapse and elimination. Each time these loops reorganize them-

selves, they do so with increasing complexity  and increasing amounts of inherent energy. 

Systems which are unable to increase in complexity  and energy flow do little more than 

revert to a more simple form of organization and a reduced flow of energy. Thus, the 

new loops are themselves even more susceptible to energy fluctuations which then trig-

ger continuous reorganization and/or collapse and regeneration. Therefore, given enough 

time, all systems will increase in complexity (Weinstock 29). 

 Weinstock describes early  forms of urban resource dynamism in relation to the 

transition of humans from a society  primarily based on hunting to one of gathering, col-

lecting and storing (Weinstock 180). About 8,000 years ago there was a shift  from the 

early strategy of highly transient, nomadic hunting to one of animal domestication and 

agriculture. Compared to megafauna hunting techniques which required large energy 
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inputs and resulted in unreliable and limited energy output, the new reliable forms of 

food sources were based on a collection system which required lower energy expendi-

tures and yielded high energy output. This resulted in a net increase of available urban 

resources (food/energy), and established the beginnings of urban complexity. 

 The basic rule of early  civilization was that to survive one needed to be near 

food. The domestication and agrarian techniques fostered a more permanent society; a 

society one which no longer needed to follow herds of animals, but instead needed long-

lasting food storage locations. The stored food created a reason for people establish per-

manent  homes – settlements which would later coalesce into early cities. 

 Weinstock’s idea of emergent urbanism is based on the emergent habits of nature 

and biological processes (Weinstock 10-32). Biology  and nature both exhibit tendencies 

of dynamism, self-organization and emergence, and the properties of these global sys-

tems are critical to the formation of cultural and social systems. Humans and our self-

made systems all exist  within the context of these larger natural systems – weather pat-

terns and climate change are two of the most important natural phenomenon that humans 

are constantly responding to. 

 If we are understanding the complexity of modern life through a biological lens, 

it makes sense then to examine early forms of life – cells and molecules which were per-

haps most at  the mercy  of their natural environment. Stuart Kauffman traces complexity 

all the way back to the original “soup” of life, when the earth was in its early stages of 

development and still recovering from its own creation (some of the most extreme cli-

mates ever to exist) (Kauffman 47-49). This was a time when basic molecules where es-

sentially  floating around and randomly combining with one another. A return to initial 

life forms can lead to a return to initial laws of complexity and understanding the initial 

laws of complexity  within early life systems allows us to better understand the more 

complex, modern life systems. Complexity theories are based in math and statistics, and 

mathematics is especially  useful for system analysis because it  very  quickly removes 

labels and cultural associations. After labels are removed (and perhaps replaced with 

variables), systems can be compared against one another with a more objective eye. Us-
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ing basic laws of statistics, Kauffman argues that the creation of viable life was an inevi-

tability, not a chance happening (Kaufman 47, 61), and that the formation of autocata-

lytic sets was bound to occur. 

 Fig. 4.2. Increasing Complexity - In a system of threads and buttons (connectors and nodes), 
randomly connecting buttons with threads makes for simple two-node connections. As more threads 

are added the number of connected nodes increases. At a certain point a threshold of connections is 
passed in which the number of nodes connected dramatically increases. Source: Kauffman.

 Consider individual molecules as nodes (within a system) and catalytic reaction 

between molecules as connections. As molecules randomly  interact with each other and 

connect or combine with one another, the complexity of the system increases. At a cer-

tain point, individual molecules no longer exist, instead only  pairs (at the least) or larger 
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sets of connected molecules remain. At this point, any  further connections within the set 

dramatically increases how many nodes are connected (fig 4.2).

 As the number of connections within a set increases, the set reaches a threshold 

of complexity where the addition of new connections dramatically  increases the size of 

the set. Early in the process, adding connections simply creates a large number of less 

complex systems. As the number of connections increases, these systems inevitably be-

come connected to each other, thus creating a much larger and much more robust set of 

nodes.

 Within these sets and connections, materials interact  with each other to produce 

more catalytic material. These materials then continue to combine and catalyze each 

other, increasing the overall amount of available material (molecules). The addition of 

more material into the system increases the likelihood that node connections will be 

made. As more connections are made, the overall complexity  of the systems continues to 

increase. Thus it can be said that essentially complexity breeds complexity. 

4.2 MESHWORK AND HIERARCHIES

Kaufmann establishes that autocatalytic processes are inevitable and that these processes 

lend themselves to emergent tendencies. Weinstock analyzes these tendencies and estab-

lishes how humans have culturally responded to energy fluctuations and established 

permanent settlements. De Landa looks at  how these settlements connect to each other 

and how the characteristics of the networks of these settlements (cities) have a direct af-

fect on urban growth. The key component to all of this is energy.

 One of the most classic examples of network theory  comes from early computer 

scientist Paul Baran in the 1960s (fig. 4.3). Baran had concerned himself with system 

vulnerability, specifically  during the cold war. He identified the problems within a cen-

tralized network system which was most  susceptible to failure at the centrally connected 

node. Information which needed to pass through the entire system was always required 

to pass through a single centralized hub. Were this hub to fail, the entire system col-

lapses. Instead, Baran saw a distributed system in which multiple paths of information 
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exchange between nodes were available. This decreased the reliance of the system on 

one node and created more opportunities for successful information flow.  

 These system networks can be applied at many scales, from telephone and infor-

mation exchange to urban or national connections. In an decentralized network diagram 

(fig. 3.3), a hybrid of a centralized and distributed network, nodes are comprised of a 

collection of smaller nodes, all of which share a connection with each other as well as a 

common connection with a central unit. Were these nodes to represent an urban scenario, 

the central units might stand for large cities while the smaller exterior nodes may be 

small towns or smaller municipalities. Each collection of towns and cities is connected 

to each other via a large city located on the exterior of the smaller network condition. 

This would represent a main importing/exporting city  with the ability to exchange mate-

rials with other port cities. 

 Fig. 4.3.  Network Typologies - Three types of networks identified by computer scientist Paul 

Baran in 1962. These diagrams serve as classic examples of network typologies. Source: Baran.

 As a basic diagram for an urban condition, this is too generic. The specificities of 

inter-city  relationships dictates a less homogenous mode of connection. A key  distinction 

made by  De Landa during his analysis of material urbanism is the establishment of two 
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distinct types of social and urban organizational logics: “meshworks of diverse ele-

ments” and “hierarchies of uniform elements” (De Landa 32). The examples given by 

Baran can be equated to De Landa’s theories by  understanding centralized networks as 

hierarchy systems and decentralized and distributed systems as forms of urban mesh-

works. 

 Hierarchy networks are based on linear exchange processes and do not allow for 

autocatalytic processes to take place.  On the other hand, meshworks are comprised of 

diverse elements and are dynamic systems which contain feedback loops. The feedback 

loops and dynamism have the potential to establish autocatalytic processes within the 

network. 

 The development of medieval market systems is a good example of urban net-

work development. The specific characteristics of each network system is related to the 

material properties of the cities. In a hierarchical urban system, goods and services are 

exchanged in a linear fashion, typically  in increasing fashion. De Landa cites large 13th 

Century  fairs as market hierarchies where inexpensive local trading is most prevalent, 

followed by exchange of rare luxury goods, and finally  capped by more powerful money 

markets – markets which drove the minor markets below it. Hierarchies also exist be-

tween cities with small villages providing goods for larger town, larger towns trading 

with mid-sized cities, and those cities exchanging business with the largest cities. 

 It is the largest cities which participate in a decentralized network system, as they 

all exchange goods with each other. Rarely  do two large cities exchange exclusively with 

each other. As small cities grow into larger, more influential cities, the market resources 

increase through product and resource diversification. Hierarchal cities establish ho-

mogenous goods because there is a limited number of relationships between nodes of the 

system. Meshwork cities, on the other hand, have a heterogenous mix of goods and serv-

ices at  their disposal because of commercial opportunities afforded through having mul-

tiple trading partners and outlets. Products and resources from multiple locations mean 

that decentralized network nodes are not reliant on a single source for products. 
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 Finally, centralization and decentralization occurs at  the urban level through ad-

ministrative policy. As cities find themselves needing resources there are a number of 

ways to acquire them: look to themselves for a solution, or expand relationships with 

other areas. Should a city or region remain insular with its’ modes of production, it es-

sentially  has no reason to expand itself, as its resource requirements will have been met. 

However should a region look to broaden its’ connections and acquire resources from an 

outside agent, it  will have added urban connections and essentially  increased its own 

level of complexity. 

 As previously discussed, the response to a lack of resources allows cities to grow 

and adapt. Resources can be considered as urban energy sources. Because urban systems 

are complex beings, and systems operating at complex levels respond to energy  fluctua-

tions, changes in resources will have consequences on the system. Adaption is necessary 

when resource requirements are not being met. This adaptation occurs through the feed-

back created by  autocatalytic systems. As the systems and loops process themselves they 

continually update and adapt to their own specific contexts. 

 In the case of an administrative hierarchal systems, the resource requirements are 

constantly being met internally and therefore growth and adaptation is not required. 

However in a decentralized administrative network, systems are able to adapt and 

change in order to best  acquire necessary  resources. This establishes more connections, 

increasing complexity and driving autocatalytic systems. 

 The political unity of China during medieval times, and the less centralized 

European conglomerate can be seen as examples of centralized vs. decentralized sys-

tems. De Landa agrees with historian William McNeill who says that the overwhelming 

hierarchy in China stunted any adaptation and growth – properties better exhibited in the 

changing European commercial and industrial scene from the 11th to 19th Centuries. 

Both De Landa and McNeill agree that when hierarchal network components are more 

prevalent than decentralized or meshwork components, fluctuations in energy (re-

sources) are never addressed and thus the ability  for autocatalytic process to exist  is not 

available. 
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4.3 CENTRAL PLACE CITIES AND MESHWORK SYSTEMS

 A central place and meshwork system diagram more accurately depicts frequent 

connections within an urban society. This diagram takes into account the specific ways 

in which small towns and large cities communicate and exchange goods. It is not as-

sumed that each and every city  is able communicate with each other. Instead, distances 

between towns and cities, as well as the differentiation of two network conditions, are 

taken into account.

 Resources are critical to Central Place and Meshwork Systems. The exchange of 

goods and services (resources) is what drives the economies and growth of each city. It 

also establishes the depth at which that city may participate in the network (fig 4.4).

 Participation in the network is established through a lack of resource equilibrium. 

By seeking out resources, urban areas inevitably  connect to other areas which possess 

the necessary materials. The ability to profit  through a connection is paramount. The 

connection often takes the path of least resistance, which may mean many things includ-

ing topography, politics and procedure.
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Fig. 4.4. Urban Network System - A combination of Gateway cities (black dots) engaging in a mesh-
work relationship with on another, as well as Central Place cities (magenta dots) engaging in hierar-

chical relationships with outlying towns (cyan dots) and Gateway cities. Image by Author.

 Oftentimes, boundary conditions exist which force the hand of many urban areas. 

Impassable boundary forces may cause a city  to seek resources out from a city which is 

considerably farther away, but easier to connect to. The distance from other areas, as 
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well as the resources available establish the town or cities location within the network. 

Additionally, the strength of a meshwork system relies on necessary  infrastructure for 

movement. What was once primarily sea transport has since become air, rail and auto-

mobile travel.

 Small towns often have few but specific or unique resources. These are shared 

with Central Place cities through a hierarchal exchange system. Central Place cities may 

share many connections with smaller towns as well as other Central Place cities. Central 

place Cities collect a more heterogenous set of resources than the small towns, which 

they  then exchange with Gateway cities. Gateway cities are urban areas which have su-

perior trading access. In Europe, these are cities which primarily existed around the 

shores of the Mediterranean Sea. The ability for cities to access a large number of cities 

lead to Gateway  cities to accrue numerous connections and an extremely varied set of 

goods and resources.

 While Gateway cities may be thought  of as being superior because of the re-

sources which they are able to exchange, the location of a city, and thus its distance from 

other gateway cities plays a large role in its success within the network. For instance, 

Valparaiso, Chile is a Gateway which is smaller than its connected central place city. 

This is because of Valparaiso’s location and availability  within the meshwork system to 

which it belongs. Because it is considerably farther away, its receives less resources to 

distribute.

 Central place and meshwork systems networks accurately  depict the hybrid na-

ture of exchange process’ between locations. In this case, there are two types of net-

works: one between central place cities and their outlying town, and one between the 

Gateway  cities. This establishes a hierarchy of exchange, with goods moving through the 

gateway cities before heading to the central place cities, and finally  to the smaller towns. 

The proximity of nodes to one another is crucial in establishing the types of connections 

made. Central place cities are connected to specific gateway cities because of specific  

topologic and political connection abilities.
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5.  Glacial Properties Through Materialism

There are a series of concepts which exist within a glacier which can be understood 

through the lens of material philosophy. These are concepts which can be incorporated 

into a entity which may begin to occupy space within an urban environment, inserting 

itself into the aforementioned autocatalytic loops of a city. The earlier analysis of glacial 

properties lends itself to formal characteristics such as scale and lifespan; the materialist 

concepts are ones which are rooted in the the material consequences of the ice and how 

those consequences engage the glaciers’ surroundings.   

Fig. 5.1. Glacial Snout and Debris - A snout of the Vatnajökull, near Reynivellir, Iceland. As the gla-
cier melts, it carries material from the interior of Iceland out into the ocean. Image by Author.

4.1 PRESERVATION

 Ice and the process of freezing is well understood as a process of preservation. 

From the spaghetti sauce in a freezer to ancient human beings, the molecular properties 
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associated with freezing allow objects which are frozen to be preserved and exist on a 

timeline much longer than if they were in a non-frozen state. 

 Objects which are frozen are able to retain a great deal of information which 

would have otherwise been lost. In this way, the ice is able to operate almost as a library. 

The object inside the ice are harboring resources of knowledge very  much like the books 

of a library contain information. 

Fig. 5.2. Otzi the Iceman - Images of Otzi the Iceman has his remains are taken from the Glacier. 
(right) A reconstruction of what the Iceman may have looked like before his demise. Sources: Hall via 

National Geographic and South Tryol Museum of Archaeology. 

 The case of Otzi the Iceman (fig. 5.2) is an incredible example of the preservative 

abilities of ice, as well as the information and knowledge contained in materials which 

have been frozen. 5,300 years ago, an early human being was traversing a glacier located 

in what is now the Italian Alps (Hall). Circumstances occurred which ultimately led to 

his death upon the glacier. The location of his death is critical because unlike other hu-

mans of the time who had died, the iceman was preserved and naturally mummified by 

the ice. The cycle of glacial advance and retreat, and in recent years drastic retreat, has 

since exposed the mummy. His discovery allows scientists to examine history which has 

literally been frozen in time. 
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5.2 ISOLATION

 The complex nature of ice sheets and glaciers pose a significant barrier or bound-

ary condition to the majority of the natural world. Underneath the ice of Antarctica lies a 

number of sub-glacial lakes. These lakes are created when the pressure from thousands 

of meters of ice above them causes a rise in temperature and thus a melting of the ice. 

 The ice above the lake has prevented any contact from the “outside world” for 

what is thought to be 25 million years (Studinger). This environment is unique because it 

represents an ecosystem which exists outside of the effects of human beings. 

 Extremophiles (fig. 5.3) are organisms which are able to exist in habitats which 

one would assume to be completely devoid of life. These types of habitats include high 

temperatures, high acidity, low oxygen, low light, etc.

Fig. 5.3. Lake Vostok Extreme Micro Organisms - Extremophiles are microscopic organisms which 
are able to exist in extreme environmental conditions. These images reveal bacteria and other micro 

organisms present in ice sample taken from Lake Vostok, Antarctica. Source: Siegert et al.

 Extremophiles exist in the ice of the Antarctic. This is important because as the 

ice which these organisms inhabit melts (at the bottom of the ice mass), they are incorpo-
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rated into the untouched ecosystem of the lake. Essentially, life exists in water which has 

never seen light not experienced any sort of human interaction (fig. 5.4).

Fig. 5.4. Satellite Image of Lake Vostok, Antarctica. Source: Rejcek via NASA.

 Lake Vostok, named after a Russian research center located above it,  is a sub-

glacial lake in Antarctica. The lake simultaneously  represents major scientific opportu-

nity  and dilemma. The water in the lake has remained in isolation for millions of years, 

continuing to harbor what could be original and undiscovered ocean life forms.  Russian 

scientists are on the verge of penetrating the ice covering the lake (fig. 5.5). However 

there is concern that the current drilling techniques will without a doubt contaminate the 

pristine conditions of the lake, rendering any research essential moot (ASOC). 

 The dilemma of Lake Vostok represents a significant  concept: the release and 

availability of resources. In this case the biological information held in the lake is a ma-

jor scientific resource, however harvesting this resource at this time could prove disas-

trous. It can be said that the timeline for the release of these materials is not yet at  an 

end, and that perhaps waiting until the proper techniques are available would prove more 

fruitful. According to the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition, “It  would be far pref-

erable to join with other countries to penetrate a smaller and more isolated lake, before 

re-examining whether penetration of Lake Vostok is environmentally defensible. If we 

are wise, the Lake will be allowed to reveal its secrets in due course.” (ASOC).
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Fig. 5.5. Lake Vostok Drilling Scenario - Diagram of the sub-glacial conditions of Lake Vostok. 

Adapted from Studinger.
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5.3. CONTAINMENT AND DELAY

 John Carpenter’s horror movie “The Thing” (fig. 5.6) tells the story of a violent 

alien life form which is able to rapidly consume and imitate other biological objects 

around it. The life form is thought to have crashed on earth 100,000 years ago, and was 

essentially  contained in the ice in a state of metabolic delay. Upon its release from the 

ice, the creature quickly wreaks havoc on the members of a scientific team, killing 

nearly all of them.

 Conceptually significant is the way in which a rapidly  operating system is able to 

be delayed through containment. This establishes a pause or break in the timeline of the 

material held in suspend animation, extending its life or impact. The preservative quali-

ties of ice has long been thought to be able to suspend life for later reanimation. Cryo-

genics and the temporary suspension of life has been a significant cultural and scientific 

phenomenon. 

Fig. 5.6. The Thing - Screen images and promotional material for John Carpenter’s “The Thing”. 
Source: Universal Pictures.
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